Press Release

Windows Git client Tower reaches public beta
The beta version is now available as a free download.
Berlin, Germany - October 10th, 2016. German software company f ournova launches the public
beta for Tower for Windows - a new Git client for the Windows platform. Over the last months
several thousand users had early access as part of a private beta. As of today the software is
available as a free download for everyone.
fournova CEO Tobias Günther notes: "The response to our private beta was amazing.
Thousands of users tested the Windows version over the course of the last months and gave us
valuable feedback. With today's launch of the public beta we give everyone instant access to
the beta version. We're excited about the feedback and are looking forward to make Tower the
best Git client for Windows with the help of our users."
The windows version was built completely with native technologies. Besides popular features
such as a unique conflict wizard, support for Git-flow and Submodules as well as Easy Undo,
the app works smoothly with all Git hosting services and offers an even deeper integration with
the most popular ones. Further design and functionality improvements will be released during
the beta program.
"Our main focus is the productivity of our users. With Tower we not only want to provide them
with the best tool for Git, we want to support them to write better code", adds fournova's CMO
Julian Rothkamp.
The beta version is available as a free download from the Tower website:
www.git-tower.com/windows
About fournova:
fournova is an independent software company from Germany. Founded in 2010 fournova
develops Mac and Windows apps such as the popular Git client Tower which helps over 80,000
customers from startups to Fortune 100 companies to easily and productively work with the Git
version control system.
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Tower for Windows website: w
 ww.git-tower.com/windows
Twitter: www.twitter.com/gittower
fournova website: www.fournova.com
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